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"Whether you’re pitching an
angel, VC, or your rich
uncle, it’s imperative to
show how you’re going to
get them a return"
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INTRODUCTION

BUSINESS TAKES TIME TO BE
SUCCESSFUL, AND SO YOU HAVE TO
HAVE A FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO RUN
YOUR START-UP HASSLE FREE.

"Make strategy and brainstorm it,
then make it possible by executing
your idea, but don't do this in hurry
with less thinking.."

ATTRACTING
INVESTORS
ALLOWING
INVESTORS

FINDING RIGHT
PERSON
FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

ATTENTION OF
THE CONSUMER

The first thing aspiring entrepreneurs should know is
that attracting investors is not compulsory. Every time
you get a new investor, you lose a part of your
company. I’m not putting down the idea of allowing
investors, but this is a key factor you will have to
consider if you choose to work with investors. The
major crux of starting a business is an investment!
Even if you have all sources but you don't have enough
capital then how can you sustain in the market for a
long-term? Business takes time to be successful, and so
you have to have a financial support to run your startup hassle free. Like said "The business is not how much
money you make, it is how much money you keep in
your business!”, and also find a right person as a
sponsor or investor is again a big challenge.
The start-up founder or owner must do everything in
his power and make things work, but sometimes it goes
wrong. Kindly make a strategy, then brainstorm this
and make it possible by executing the idea but don't do
this in hurry and by thinking less. After all, if you
perform well and where the attention of the consumer
goes, investor’s money follows this trail.
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CONCEPT OF HOW TO
ATTRACT INVESTORS

CHOOSE YOUR INVESTORS WISELY,
A WRONG SELECTION CAN CAUSE
DAMAGE INSTEAD OF SUPPORT

"Be so good they can’t ignore
your startup."

START
SUCCESSFULLY

Like successful entrepreneur created a business
from the start successfully, we all know how
important to save money from business and keep
money in business throughout the process. They

WELL-THOUGHT
PLAN

should take care that any project not costs more
or not run longer without giving any profit.
The main concept is making a well-thought plan
in mind that can reduce your efforts, that is how
to attract investors? Make an effective strategy

EFFECTIVE
STRATEGY

that investor will know you by applying some
methods or techniques which are not so long or
money wasting. Ultimately, by investing a small
amount of money to get investors benefit you

INVESTING OWN
SMALL AMOUNT

after a time. Searching for investors without
thinking some points requires a substantial
investment of your own, and it wastes your time,
money, efforts and in last energy, and you can't

SUBSTANTIAL
INVESTMENT

concentrate or give your total time to your
business.
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BASICS OF HOW TO
ATTRACT INVESTORS

INVESTORS OFTEN GET FRUSTRATED WITH
INDIVIDUALS WHO TALKS ONLY ABOUT PLANS AND
THEIR HOPE FROM IT, THEY NEED TO KNOW THAT AN
INVESTOR IS MORE INTERESTED IN FIGURES, THAN
PALN

"Investor gets impressed when
startup solving any specific
problem of customer."

CATCH ATTENTION
OF INVESTORS

MOTTO AND
PASSION

LEADERSHIP AND
TEAMWORK

KNOWLEDGE

If you want more investors for your business, you have to improve your
business. If your efforts catch the attention of investors, you can get
investors by assuring them for profit generation. Your team has this
basic quality, which investors are looking for:
Motto and Passion:
The business and particularly entrepreneur must have clear motto or
goal and have a vision about the products and business. He
demonstrates an excitement for the company.
Flexibility:
The team must be adjusted in every situation and willing to refocus and
re-evaluate their plans when things don't work as they want.
Tenacity:
The entrepreneur must have potential to stay at his goal or motto. He
must have stamina and willpower for working on the vision what he
already decided.
Commitment:
Commitment is the most important for any business, the businessman
must be eager to invest enough of own money into the project to
convince investors that he is serious about his project or business.
Leadership and Teamwork:
Lead your team and teach them every aspect of investment, and take
your business far away. The team must prove that they can work
together effectively, not clashing with every other ideas and effort.
Knowledge:
Investors always prefer the teams that know their background and put
efforts to make their position in the market. If they have proper
knowledge about market scenario then they stay in the market.
Investors are not fools, they will carefully monitor the progress of that
new business and they will quickly see when expectations no longer
seem viable and they may decide to get out before things get worse.
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ADVANTAGES OF
ATTRACTING
INVESTORS

ATTRACTING POTENTIAL INVESTORS AND KEEPING
THEM IN A LOOP IS BENEFICIAL FOR YOUR BUSINESS
SUCCESS,IT WILL HELP YOU FOR FURTHER
CHALLENGES.

"Investing is essential for
building long-term wealth."

INVESTORS
EXPERIENCE

NEW BUSINESS
ANGLES
BUSINESS
INFRASTRUCTURE

FREQUENT
COMMUNICATION

Investors have a knowledge that which business will grow up or
not! They want to help you in your business. Their experience
can provide a great impression in the market and may have a
connection to help or lead your business by providing additional
resources.
As attracting investors, by social media as well and a good
situation, you can attract your investors across the globe, not in
the limited area. The digital platform is good to connect the
business to an investor. Attract potential investors and keep
them in a loop is beneficial for your business success and help
you for further challenges.
Key advantages:
It forces you to not satisfy you only; also you have to satisfy the
investor’s requirement. It ultimately helps you to work hard
towards your business, not paying attention towards investment.
It encourages you market evaluation and counts your business
growth on a periodic basis.
If you already attract a strong investor, the relation makes you
and the investor more potential and provides growth, new
business angles.
It is important for the business infrastructure and, components
are useful for larger company collaboration. Funding is
important, for your great business feeling.
After all, if you attract more investors and communicate them
frequently they will be more willing to help, even if in tough
times.
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STEPS INVOLVED IN
ATTRACT INVESTORS

ENTREPRENEUR IMPRESS INVESTOR, WHEN
THEY DEMONSTRATE A PROVEN REVENUE
STREAM, BEFORE ASKING FOR CAPITAL

"Always Keep your
strategies, numbers, and
stories in proper alignment."

ASSURE POTENTIAL
INVESTOR

CHOOSE AT YOUR
LEVEL

RETURN ON
INVESTMENTS

VALUABLE ONLINE
PRESENCE

Show your results first: Investors take a risk whenever they invest in
any business. To assure a potential investor that you are worth the
money, you should be able to show evidence of positive returns from
your previous efforts. If your business is still in the planning phase, dig
up results on all the projects you’ve worked on in the past, your key
roles in them, and data-driven results on how your contribution
supported their success.
Have information about potential investors: Always keep your eye on
researching new potential investors and save your time whenever you
need this. Check the information that who will be your investors? Have
they ever invested in the company? Do they have proper budget or
capital to invest? Do your principles of the business match with their
level of thought? At last interact with them on a personal note. Find
investors with interest and beliefs that reflect your chances of success
that will increase in future.
Choose at your level: If you are just starting your business, kindly go
for the small investors as a newcomer in the business world. You are
increasing your chances by choosing smaller and not well-known
investors, who can support your type of business. On the contrary, if
your venture is well established and already doing well, you have to
target big firm investors who can lead your business to the top. They
can help you to develop your brand.
Be clear about their ROI- Return on Investments: What will they be
getting out of it? Remember that every time you pitch to a potential
investor, this is the question they ask themselves. They can’t afford to
invest in a business that will fail, or will not provide substantial
returns.
While pitching about how great your business idea is, remember to also
tell them how they will benefit from making an investment.
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STEPS INVOLVED IN
ATTRACT INVESTORS

BUILD AN ONLINE PRESENCE IN
YOUR INDUSTRY TO IMPRESS YOUR
INVESTOR

"Involved in your local
startup communities to get in
touch with investor."

DEDICATED
PARTNER

BIG
INVESTMENTS

ONLINE
PRESENCE

STARTUP
PLATFORMS

Build an online presence in your industry: Both you, as a founder,
and your business need a valuable online presence in your
industry. It helps to prove your authority and your contribution
to online platforms will show your experience in the industry.
Having profiles on startup platforms like Angel List, Startup
Valley, etc., might just be the link between you and your
investor(s).
Get involved in your local startup communities: In communities
like these, meetings usually consist of two sets of people:
founders and investors. They are a great opportunity to start
conversations naturally and pitch organically. Networking is very
essential for growth in any industry. The connections you make
today might be all you need to get your next big investment.
Also, graduating from a top accelerator program will help
convince investors that you have all the training needed to
handle big investments.
If you have the option to choose, choose an investor who could
become a partner
Money is great, but it’s not all you need to grow a successful
business. If you find yourself with options, choose an investor
who is an expert in your field, and wants to work for the
company, as opposed to just writing a check.
Having a dedicated partner who also has the needed financial
resources could skyrocket your business in an unbelievable
timeline.
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MYTH

NEVER DEPEND ON A SINGLE
INCOME, MAKE AN INVESTMENT TO
CREATE A SECOND SOURCE.

“An investor without
investment objectives is like a
traveler without a destination.”

IT’S HARD TO GET
STARTED
INVEST MORE, GET
MONEY

EXTERNAL
INVESTOR IS
RISK

MORE COMPLEX,
MORE BENEFICIAL

There are many myths are in the market, they stop the newcomers to find
investors:
It’s hard to get started
Reality: You may be scared to start searching investors, and decide to not
find or chose anyone. You may not even know where to begin, but the reality
is that is never been so harder if you properly work on that. Work in rhythm
and follow the steps you can get desired results.
If you invest more money, you can make more money
Reality: Investing on attract investors is beneficial for your business. But
this is a myth if you invest a lot of money you can lot of money. Then you
only concentrate on your investors, not concentrate on your business. You
have put efforts not only investing but in your business development, too.
It is risky to attract investors externally
Reality: The world economy is also expanding the business across the globe,
and expanding your business and find investors through the digital platform.
People always think that finding investors outside is risky, and they always
choose their investors in their own loop to avoid risk but they forgot
sometimes external investors know more than your choice. Just that you
have to take care of some points while choosing the investor externally.
The more you study in the market, more investors you get
Reality: You need to know what the market is doing, but having over knowledge is not giving you extra benefits to get more investors. You have
to particularly keep an eye on the market that what is happening or not? If
you study deeply for only attracting investor then it is not so beneficial.
More complex – More beneficial
Reality: If you are thinking too much and make complex strategies that don't
mean you can get investors easily. Sometimes investors want simple and
clear approach towards your business. More complex doesn’t mean you can
get easily investors.
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IMPACT

CLUSTER ATTRACTION GIVES
THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH.

Impact investing can be
improving many lives connected
with your business.

CLUSTER
ATTRACTION

EXPONENTIAL
GROWTH

QUALITY OF
EARNINGS

IMPROVING
OTHERS LIVES

The effect of attracting investors and
converting into proper investors has appeared
persistently in consumer research. It can
influence more investors and their decisions.
“Cluster attraction gives the exponential
growth”
If you attract some batches of investors, they
can help you to get more investors and it
called cluster attraction. They also have some
contacts that will be more beneficial for you.
Their experience perceives values of reported
financial and non-financial performance,
information source and quality of earnings. It
highlights the implication of the finding more
investors and understanding of their thought
process.
Impact investing can be improving many lives
connected with your business.
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DO’S AND DON’TS

SOMETIMES YOUR BEST
INVESTMENTS ARE THE ONES
YOU DON’T MAKE.

"Investment is an asset or item that
is purchased with the hope that it
will generate income or appreciate
in the future."

CREATIVE STUFF

BRAND IDENTITY

UNDERSTAND
YOUR AUDIENCE

THE NEW
PRODUCT LINE

Here are some Dos and Don’ts to keep in mind:
Dos:
The outside investors always want creative stuff,
because they are using their own capital. You have to
understand the new product line.
Stay prepared to answer any questions they might
have.
Represent your business with storytelling and the need
in society you plan to solve.
Understand the business environment for emerging
brands and start-ups, and analyze the metrics. It is
important to know how this numerical work for your
business. Understand your audience and customers,
who attract your brand identity
Don’ts:
Sound needy or desperate for someone to give you
money.
Act shady or in a hurry to get your hands on their
money.
Make sure that don’t invest too large costs in one
project, in future may it will fail and you lose you all
money.
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CONCLUSION

TO BE A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS OWNER, AND
INVESTOR, YOU HAVE TO BE
EMOTIONALLY NEUTRAL TO WINNING AND
LOSING, WINNING AND LOSING ARE JUST PART OF
THE GAME

"Investing in yourself is one
of the major keys to success."

The main crux while finding an investor is search
right people for investment. If you are starting
your business and you are looking for a particular

SEARCH RIGHT
PEOPLE

person who can invest in your business then
finding a genuine person for your business is
difficult.
You may have a lot of competition and your rivals
or competitors have better thing to offer, or they

UNDERSTAND YOUR
AUDIENCE

have a clear vision about their business, or have a
proper plan. But if they don't choose proper
investors for their business, then you may win the
race. Avoid the popularly known investor's name
just because you are looking to win the situation.
Maintain good relationship with the investors,

MAINTAIN GOOD
RELATIONSHIP

and for that first get to know about investors,
and communicate with them. Check their personal
background and interest and also search for their
educational and professional background. If all
will go good, you can easily get investors.
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